Time - Using a Calendar

1. Using the information from Jessica’s calendar, what month could it be?
   a) February
   b) September
   c) December
   Hint - check the number of days in the month.

2. a) On which day does Jessica have swimming lessons
   b) How long does the class last?

3. Who has a birthday on a Thursday?

Use Jessica’s calendar page to answer the questions on the Challenge Cards.
4. What is different about the last hockey training session of the month compared to the others?

5. Will Jessica be able to go to Kacey's whole birthday party?

6. Write down all of the dates which are on a Friday.

7. How many days are in 1 week?

   2 weeks is called a fortnight.

   How many days are there in a fortnight?
8. Jessica’s Aunt Emily wants to take her shopping for a new dress to wear to her wedding next month. She can only go on a Saturday. What dates can Jessica not go?

9. Jessica wants to start a gymnastics class. She has found one class on a Monday and one class on a Friday. Which one suits her schedule best?